
Safer junctions and better traffic
flows?

I had a good meeting on Friday with Councillor Pauline Jorgensen of Wokingham
Borough Council and her officers dealing with roads and traffic. She has
ideas to  to cut congestion, improve safety and get the traffic flowing more
smoothly. These things do take some time to design, plan and put into the
budget.

I talked to  her  about various ideas for junction improvements as much of
the delay and danger occurs at road intersections and where people need to
cross the traffic as pedestrians. She is keen to make a difference to her
portfolio as Executive member for roads and transport.

I would be interested to hear from constituents their ideas for how local
roads and junctions could be improved, both by short term fixes and by longer
term more substantial improvements. I have passed on some specifics to the
Council for consideration. The general ideas  that might help include

Short term/lower cost changes

Change light priorities to give more prominence to main roads with heavy
flows

Change traffic light sets with single direction flows into sets allowing both
direction flows for more of the time

Introduce good traffic sensors on all light sets, allowing reversion to main
road as green for off peak, with red on the main road only when there is
traffic on the side roads coming into the junction, and allowing flexed times
for busy routes proportional to traffic.

Change road painting to allow segregated right turn lane where space permits

Indicate left turning on red by filter light where possible

Extend two lane queues where space permits rather than one lane

Ensure there is plenty of parking, avoiding parking on main roads in ways
which impede flows. .

Encourage schools to make safe arrangements for car drop off and pick up of
pupils off the main road

Short term dearer proposals

Replace light sets by roundabouts where possible

Create safe bike and pedestrian routes off the main highways
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Have sufficient safe pedestrian crossings geared to light phases at light
controlled  junctions.

Longer Term proposals

Extra road  bridge over east west railway line in Wokingham as on the current
plans

Improved capacity on Earley peripheral and at Loddon roundabout

More by passes of villages as with Shinfield, Arborfield and Winnersh.

Completion of a good east -west vehicle route for local traffic

Extra capacity on A 329M/A3290

The reign of experts and the “post
democratic”age

http://johnredwoodsdiary.com/

I like good experts. Modern science and technology has delivered some great
advances which improve our lives. If I fell ill I would of course consult a
doctor and seek expertise.

The problem is the present  age is cursed with some experts  especially in
economics and government who keep getting it wrong yet they still expect the
rest of us to accept their verdicts however damaging or daft they may be.

Lord Mandelson summmed up the direction of travel when he talked about
transition to a post democratic age. Modern governments try to give away
their powers and responsibilities  to international and national so called
independent  bodies full of alleged experts. They seek to prevent elected
governments changing things by locking future governments into the system by
binding International treaties. For years our budgets and economic policy
were first dictated by the European Exchange Rate Mechanism and then by the
Maastricht debt and deficit requirements.Our energy policy is governed by
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Climate Change Treaties.

Some people want us to be democratic so they oppose locking ourselves into
the rules and decisions of national and  international bodies in principle.
Other people would not mind if those bodies made wise decisions and did well,
but understandably get cross when they lead us to disaster.

The truth is you cannot say you live in a democracy if crucial parts of
government are under independent expert control with no democratic
accountability. In practice in a democracy like the UK Parliament and
government are held responsible for big decisions even if they are taken by
so called independent experts. In a later post  I will look again at how the
Bank of England is not in fact independent and how wrong it has been on major
issues of economic and financial policy over my adult lifetime. It is crucial
that fallible expertise is subject to criticism and influence  by elected
officials and can be overturned if necessary by the votes of the people. The
EU has threatened this important part of our democratic settlement with its
rigid legal structure. Those in the Eurozone suffer even more  from its
defects.

Our aim should be helping people out
of poverty and into better paid jobs

One of the main arguments between socialists and conservatives is over the
main aim of economic  policy. Conservatives want to raise living standards,
to help people be better off. Socialists usually want to lower or remove
inequality.

These two varying aims require different policy responses and achieve
different results. Of course all sensible socialists would also want higher
living standards, and all democratic conservatives agree the  tax and benefit
 system should remove some of the inequalities market economies generate.
Nonetheless deciding based around a primary  aim of betterment for the many
or a primary aim of cutting inequality produces different results.

Mr Osborne adopted more of the socialist preoccupation in his budgets,
worrying about measures of inequality more than about sluggish rises in
average real incomes. He worked out how to administer a bigger tax hit to the
wealthy and how to get rich people out of the country or to stay out of the
country. One of the easiest ways to cut inequality is to offshore the richest
people by having a hostile tax regime towards them. This may then reduce
investment and job creation for everyone else as these people live and invest
in a more friendly climate elsewhere. Both France and Italy are now wooing
the rich with a better tax deal for that reason.

A test of which motivation predominates in a policy maker is that of the
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Laffer curve. If a Chancellor insists on imposing a tax at a rate that
reduces the tax take, we can assume he does so to create more equality at the
cost of less income and lower living standards. The decision of Mr Hammond
and Mr Osborne to levy Stamp duties that cut the revenue must be based on
this, and their  persistence with a 45% higher rate of income tax which also
lowers revenue.

I want a policy based on a more rapid reduction in low incomes and no
incomes. That requires a policy  which allows entrepreneurs, footballers and
great entertainers to keep more of their earnings  so they stay here and pay
tax here. They then also buy more things here, invest more here and employ
more people here. Jealousy is a nasty emotion, and not a good policy. It
makes us all worse off, with less money to spend on public services. As you
achieve more growth you can then also lower tax rates on the rest of us,
where lowering the rate cuts the revenue for any given level of economic
output.

Wokingham Town Centre

Whilst I have been out and about in the Town centre yesterday and today,
several people came up and said they thought it was now looking great and
worth all the effort and disruption. I was pleased to see so many people
about in the cafes, using the shops and visiting the market stalls around 
the Town Hall. We do all now need to make the best of it and give some
business to all those who are venturing for us, to provide new goods and
services in an improved environment.

Treasure Island

Facts4EU.org have posted today a useful guide to the continuing huge trade
surplus in goods the EU continues to run with the UK. Since the referendum
vote they tell us the EU has earned itself a wonderful £250bn trade surplus,
so no wonder they want to try to lock us in to their trading terms and laws
 to keep it going.  It is a reminder of how good a negotiating position the
UK failed to use during the talks on our exit, and is worth a look on their
site.
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